
AS BIKES
Minutes December 2, 2008

Attendees:
Fafalla Borah
Chris Wendell
Nathan Pfaff
Scott Bull
Jackie Volkoff
Aaron Jones
Jamey Wagner

1. Announcements
a. Fast track project for SAASB, talk to Dennis about money from

facilities
b. Submitting PIF for Music North, get estimates for different surfaces,

share costs with ADA, estimate at next meeting
c. Jamey mentioned bike loop by bus stop needs to be resurfaced as

it is flaking to the point where it will not be safe soon.

2. PR/Outreach/Recruitment Strategy
a. Update on Comm on Comm BIKES recruitment

 i. No news, out for the rest of the quarter
b. Sidewalk Signs, UCPD
c. Website update

 i. Send to Nathan for suggestions
 ii. Check results from survey

d. AS Bike shop clipboard, promote helmets, free flashers
 i. Wait until next quarter, Nathan will talk to David the shop

manager
e. Order Banner

 i. $100 unanimously approved
                  f. Tabling at UCen

i. Decided against it, Jackie and Nathan will brainstorm
over winter break strategies to get people involved. Goal:
at least one committee member.

f. Bike Gripe winter 2008
 i. Scheduled for early to mid winter quarter

3. AS BIKES Business
a. Bikes survey via email

 i. Go to OSL to get password and name for BIKES to advertise
meeting in nexus

 ii. Get into the Miles Ashlock email
b. Office refurbish



 i. Plans reviewed and improved will get new quote for new
desks for office through BKM redesign. Great opportunity to
make office more work efficient and user friendly.  Also will
add more workstations for students that are highly needed.
Meetings can be held in office. new carpets installed over
break.

MOTION: Table. Investigate Associated Capital Reserves to cover costs for
Associated Students office furniture

c. Bike Auction strategy
 i. Nothing has changed, Nathan and Jackie will brainstorm

over winter break to develop a strong strategy
d. Follow up bike policy

 i. Find out if the new buildings on campus are following the
guidelines

 ii. Problem: It is a bike guideline and not a policy, which means
it is not enforced policy

 iii. Goal: get guideline approved as campus design standard,
the problem is that it costs money to do this

 iv. Ask campus planning how they are using the policies
4. Projects/Programs

a. Bike rack assessment-review and send full data to CSO
5. Priority Projects List

a. SAASB intersection
 i. Hopefully complete during winter break (see above)

b. Music North Parking: Request meeting with Mark Fischer to discuss
plans and ideas.

c. Kerr Hall: not discussed
d. Campbell Hall: Not discussed

6. ADA projects in works
a. On the East bound pathway by Phelps, address the blind corner

and create a safe path of travel as there is no sidewalk
 i. Ideas: Remove landscape in front of A&L, create a sidewalk

that connects to Ellison and create a tactile edge and use
concrete in front of asphalt

 ii. Straighten path, run sidewalk on the A&L side of path and
add bike parking that would help alleviate parking issues at
Campbell Hall

 iii. Site visit after Dennis draws schematic
 iv. $100,000 approved by ADA to fund project

b. South Hall Crossing
 i. The tactile warning is not easily visible
 ii. No differentiation between sidewalk and path



 iii. Remove fencing and dismount, the striping is off center,
hydrant is sinking which causes cyclist to deviate from path.

 iv. Potentially a joint project between BIKES and ADA


